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Brief:



-The project is about a self 
portrait.
-will end up with two different 
posters.
-First of all we had to write a 
poem or a short paragraph 
or a story or an essay about 
something personal that has 
an impact on us.
-i started to ask my class 
mates and my friends to reveal 
about how they see me.
-i had an idea of doing a poster 
is about how people see me 
from the out side and the 
other poster is how i see my 
self.
-i started with a mind map.



Mind Map



Poem: Water strikes, over the thought of you

Emotion raging nonsense fading

75 percent of my physical being 
and all thats left of me to be you 

The stillness of our goodbye silence
indifferent toward the way you shook 
me

Mavericks, My Maverick I will come for 
you



- water :emotions, purity, realness 
- when u remember someone s(strikes)
- raging: emotion is taking over, no jokes 
- 75 percent : water in body, when ur thinking of someone 
bla bla
- whats left %25 is the thought of that person 
- goodbye: no emotions 
- calm before the storm 
- the way you shoock me: he didnt care or wasnt aware of 
how he shocked her emotionally 
- this person independency wont let her turn back rather 
look at life positively 
 
 In this poem water represents emotion, purity, and 
realness. In the first stanza we get to experience and explore 
the inner thoughts of a young girl and her psychological 
transformation. “Water strikes, over the thoughts of you” 
means that when you remember someone that you love and 
suddenly your emotions kick in. “Emotions raging, nonsense 
fading” is a continuation of how her emotions evolved and 
became serious in a sense where jokes are no longer tolerated 
in a cautious situation like this. “75 % of my physical being.. 
And all that’s left of me to be, is you” here we create an image 
in the readers mind where the %75 is real water but a symbol 
to emotion and the rest of the %25 is still the thought of you, 
therefore the girl has submitted herself %100. 
 In the second stanza the scene is more direct. It starts off 
as “The stillness of our goodbye, silence”, here ironically despite 
all the emotion, we get a sense of calmness in their goodbye 
as a famous quote said “calm before the storm”. “Indifferent 
towards the way you shook me”, the young girl is stating that 
he wasn’t aware of the damage he caused, he emotionally 
wrecked her and didn’t even notice it. “Mavericks, my maverick 
i’ll come for you”, in the last sentence of the stanza we see the 
young girl regardless of her emotional shock she still moved on 
independently and enjoyed what life had to offer. 

Research& 
inspiration



i researched about posters that has an idea of eye and water but i 
couldnt find somthing that could represent my idea so i wanted to 
create it but it was so hard because i cant pour a water inside of my 
eye.



Venezky

mixes media, merges technologies & shows how print “comes 
alive”

His work is mostley about collage 

its realy fun to look at his work and the way he create his 
posters from a collage, and design it in a creative way.



Ideas



Notes and Critics



Research about these artist and 
look for inspration to help you.









Haterade game 



ExperimentExperimenting with texture 



Experimenting with the lacquer
 technique





Experimenting with paint



Experimenting with photography

I tried to do the first idea but lol look what happened :)

-1st poster idea
-2nd poster idea



i Planned to use these pictures of the beach 
for my second poster, since my poem has 
some scene that talks about water, beach and 
goodbye

Process



i wanted to do a poster that has a 
geometric shapes in it so it would be 
different i wanted to change my way 
of designing a poster,because i realised 
that i dont use geometric shapes in my 
posters so i decided to take a risk and 
do it.

step one: 



I Wanted to have this photograph 
with the geomatric shapes and at 
the same time i wanted to show it 
also as three layered poster .

but the pictures with the geometric 
shapes also seemed to me as on 
layer i tried to lower the opacity of 
some victors to have a push and 
pull but it didnt work. 

so i retook the picture, i had new 
idea to show more depth and layered 
poster : 
is to make a photograph inside a 
photograph. 

-shadow 
-movement 
-dirty wall as background
- perspective = the picture is going 
near to the wall from the right side 
of the poster thus  the shadow is 
going diagonally 
- ths picture is not centerd 
-the string was a happy mistake 
that i wasn›t planning to put, 
however it›s interesting because its 
unpredictable to let the string show 
and fall on the photograph

The stillness of our goodbye silence
indifferent toward the way you shook me

Mavericks, My Maverick I will come for you

i add the vectors into the 
picture but i wasnt convinced, 
so i started to play with it but 
i struggled because i thought 
they were to much and i 
should reduce the geometric 
shapes in the poster, i asked 
my so many people what 
shall i do with the geometric 
shaped they told my to use the 
push and pull technique and 
put some picture or type in 
side the gemetric shapes 



The stillness of our goodbye silence
indifferent toward the way you shook me

i had the idea for this poster but i 
struggled in doing it

the solution was

taking this part of the image and overlay it 
by photoshop with eye image  

Final postor  



Water strikes, over the thought of you
Emotion raging nonsense fading
75 percent of my physical being 
and all thats left of me to be you 
The stillness of our goodbye silence
indifferent toward the way you shook me
Mavericks, My Maverick I will come for you 

- i had to have some vectors 
& type in this poster to have a 
connection between the two 
posters  
- small details to grab the 
audience attention and to 
make them come closer from 
the poster  



Final postor  

The stillness of our goodbye silence
indifferent toward the way you shook me

Final two Posters 


